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Introduction. The question of stability of solutions of ordinary

linear differential equations with variable coefficients is closely

related to the determination of their characteristic numbers 1. Of in-

terest in this connection is the relation between the characteristic

numbers of the solutions and the generalized characteristic roots of

the system. L. Markus [2] has shown that under certain conditions

upper and lower bounds for the characteristic numbers can be deter-

mined from the generalized characteristic roots. In this paper we show

that a similar result holds for a certain class of linear differential-

difference equations which includes the class treated in [2]. Namely,

we establish a relation between the characteristic numbers of the

solutions of the system

n

(1) */ (*.-(0) = Z Pa(t)xj(<l>j(t));       i = 1, • • • , ff, I ^ 0,
y=i

and the generalized characteristic roots of the determinant

(2) I qij(t) - 2SH I   = 0,

where 3,-,(/) =pij(t)4>l (t)+Pa(t)(j>j (t) and S.-y is the Kronecker symbol

(5,7 = 0, i^j and 6\,= 1).

We recall some pertinent definitions. The real number p. is said to

be the type or Lyapounov number of the real function/(/) (Ogt< =0)

if limsupj-.«,|/(*)| exp( — [i't) =0, n'>n, and lim sup(_oo|/(0| exp( — n"t)

= 00, n" </x. If \/(t)\exp( — nt) is unbounded as t—><x for all positive

p., we say that the type number is equal to + °o, if \/(t) \ exp(— fit)

approaches zero for all negative ix, we say the type number is equal

to —00. It is easily seen that the type number of the function /(t) is

lim sup«-.oo(l/0 log|/(0|- By the characteristic number of the real

valued vector function x(t) (0gt< 00) we shall mean the largest of

the type numbers of its components.

If a = (ai, • • • , an) is any real vector, we shall denote |a|2 = aj

+ • • • +an and \a\ 1= |d |+ • • • + \an \.

If Ej= {<t>j(t)\<bj(t)^0, r^0},/=l, • • • , n, then £ = U£y is called

the initial set for the system (1). Assume that <bj(t)-+<*>, as /—>«>,

j=l, ■ ■ ■ , n, then by a solution of (1) we shall mean any continuous
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vector function xit) defined on EKJ [0, oo) and identically satisfying

(1) for^O.

The trivial solution of (1) is said to be asymptotically stable if

lim(_>„| :*:(/) 11 = 0 for every solution such that |x(/)|i<e, tEE, for

some e>0. Thus the trivial solution of (1) is asymptotically stable

if there exists an e>0 such that every solution satisfying for tEE,

\xit)\i<e has a negative characteristic number. For further details

on these questions the reader is referred to the excellent works [3]

and [4].

1. We shall make the following assumptions about the system (1):

(a) The functions pnit) are continuous and the functions d>jit)

are continuously differentiable for all t*z0, i, j=l, • • • , n.

(b) The functions (pjit) are bounded below and the sets E3-

= \d>jit)\(j>jit) 5=0, t^O} are nonempty, j= 1, ■ ■ • , n.

(c) The functions c/>y(/)—>0°, t—■><», and each possesses an inverse

monotonically increasing to infinity for t>ti>0, which we shall

denote by (pj1^).

Under the above conditions the system (1) possesses continuous

solutions  [3] and the following theorem holds.

Theorem. Let mit) and Mit) be the minimum and maximum roots,

respectively, of (2). Then the characteristic numbers of the continuous

solutions of the system (1) are contained in the segment  [a, b] where

/       1  ..*rl«) \
b = lim sup ( max — I Mis)ds ),

(-,«      \    i        t  J to /

/ 1      /•*-*(!> \
a = lim sup (min — I mis)ds).

(->»      \   i        t  J ia /

Proof. For fixed / let yi = Xii4>iit)) and let y = (yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn). Let us

find the extreme values of the function

n

Hit, y) = zZ Pa®*! (Awj
i,i=l

under the condition | y12 = 1 - Using the method of Lagrange multi-

pliers, we find the extrema of the function Fit, y)=Hit, y)—\it)\y\2.

We obtain

dF        n
0 = -—=zZ {pjkit)4>lit) + pkjit)<t>jit)}yj - 2\it)yk,

oyk     j-i

for k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Thus the Lagrange multipliers are the roots of (2)
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and multiplying the above equations by yk and adding, we obtain

Hit, y)=\it) and hence w(/)=S22"(/, y)^Mit). Consequently, for all

real (yi, • • • , yn) and all t^O, we have the inequalities

(3) mit)\y\2^Hit,y) ^Mit)\y\2.

For the sake of simplicity of notation let us denote the vector func-

tion Xiifait)),   ■  ■  ■ , Xni(f>nit))   by X(0(O).
Let xit) he any nontrivial solution of (1) such that \xi$ito))\i = k2

for some fixed /o = 0. Consider the function

VU) =  | *(*(/)) |, exp (- j 'Mis)ds\.

Using the differential equations (1) and the inequality (3), we find

dV/dt^O for all t^t0 where x(c?(i)) is differentiable. Indeed,

dV       d . . /        r' \
—- = — | *(*(/)) 12 exp ( -2       Mis)ds)
dt       dt \      J j0 /

-2M(0 | *(0(O) 12 exp(-2 f  Mis)ds\

Using the system (1) we find that id/dt)\xi$it))\i = 2Hit, *(<?(<))).

except possibly at those values of t where the left-hand side does not

exist, and the result follows from (3). Since x(c5(j)) is continuous, we

have for all t^to

| xifit)) \2 = k2 exp^2 j    Mis)ds\

In a similar way, using the function

Vit) =  I *(*(<)) |, exp(-2 J"  mis)ds\

we obtain

I xi$it)) \t ^ k2 exp (2 f mis)ds\

Therefore, for all t ^ to,

(4) k* exp (2 f   mis)ds j ^ | x(c5(0) \t S k2 exp (2 f Mis)ds\ .

Since x2(c6,(0) =5&? exp(2//0Af(5)^5) implies
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2 ilC *,rl(1) \       2      / C *,rl(i) \

Xi(t) ^ k2 exp( 2 I M(5)cfjJ ^ &2exp( max 2 I M(s)ds),

we have

(/»*7 co \
max 2 I M(s)ds\

for some positive constant k' and by assumption (c) for all t^to. In a

similar way, we show that

I x(t) \i ^ &" exp I min 2 j m(s)ds 1

for some positive constant k" and i^/o- Thus

/ /•+,-1(o \

£" exp I min I m(s)ds 1 g | x(/) |2

(5) V  4   J< 7 / /• +< co \
^ &' exp ( max 2 I J7(5)cfs J.

Since the type number of /2(t) is twice that of /(t), the characteristic

number of x(t) is equal to half the type number of [ x(i) j 2 and the

theorem follows from the above inequalities.

Corollary 1. 7/

1 / /•**«) \
lim —( max I M(s)ds\ = — c,        c > 0,
(-,»   t \   t   J („ /

then the trivial solution 0/ (1) is asymptotically stable.

Corollary 2. 7/

1 /        /•*71(0 \
lim sup — I min I m(s)ds\ = c,        c > 0,

<->»      <  \   i   J ,0 /

/feeff //?e trivial solution 0/ (1) is unstable.

Remark. Assumption (c) was required to insure that the inequal-

ities (4) and (5) hold for all t^t0. These could hold on some finite

interval without this assumption.

As an example let us take the second order system

x'(t) = (sin t - cos2 t)x(t) + pn(t)y(%t),

y'(¥) = p2i(t)x(t) - 4(sin t + 2 cos2 t)y(ht),
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where pu(t)+lpn(t)=0.

We find M(t) =sin t — cos2 t and

If2'-
lim sup— |     (sin s — cos2 s)ds = — 1

r—>«>       I  J o

and therefore by Corollary 1 the trivial solution is asymptotically

stable.
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